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About This Game

Discover your true destiny in Spirits of Mystery: The Silver Arrow! When you met Prince Philip, it was love at first sight... but
his obligations to his kingdom kept you apart. Tradition required Philip to let Fate choose his bride by shooting a magical Silver
Arrow into the sky. As luck would have it, the Silver Arrow chose you! But the moment it landed at your feet, a notorious shape
shifter appeared and took it away from you! Now you must track him down and get back the arrow before his mysterious client
can get her grubby hands on it and present it at the wedding. Will you make it in time? Find out in this exciting Hidden Object

Puzzle Adventure!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

A bonus game where you explore the amazing world of the griffins!
Stunning wallpapers, screensavers, and concept art
Replayable mini-games and hidden-object puzzles

An available Strategy Guide

This is a Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game, meaning a specific genre of story-driven, point & click adventures.
Throughout the game, players are tasked to find a list of objects hidden within a particular scene, and to occasionally complete

various mini-games/puzzles.
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spirits of mystery the silver arrow collector's edition. spirits of mystery the silver arrow collector's edition walkthrough

Another princess story. In this one, you have just received the mystical arrow of the Pearl Prince, when it is stolen right in front
of you by a shape-changing mercenary. And by shape-changing, I mean into animals. (The series really likes panthers.) Anyway,
you have decided to reclaim what is yours (since you need it for the wedding the next day), no matter the danger.

HO scenes are fun, Plot is interesting, and the minigames exciting. Recommend purchasing in the bundle.
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